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A PSYCHOLOG IST'S RESPONSE TO PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS: 

COMMENTS ON FREEMAN'S "OBJECTIVITY AND THE TRANSACTIONAL 

THEORY OF PERCEPTION" 

by 
M. S. Lindauer 

Ever since psyd10logy emerged from philosophy as a separate discipline in 
Lhe late nineteenth century, and comequently broke off all connections with 
ils origins in the early years or thjs century, there have been few philosophical 
works Lhal psychologists have read and responded Lo. The critical analysis of Lhe 
.a�umptions. melhod. conlenl, and concepts of psychology have instead come 
from those trained and working in psychology (most recenlly, for example, 
Bakan, Koch, Piaget, Joyce, and Skinner), rather Lhan from professional 
philosophers. 

This is nol Lo say Lhal philosophers have ignored psychological topics, e.g., 
('onsciousncss, mind, and the like. (For example, see the writings of Ayer, 
Broad, Ryle, and Wittgenstein.)  instead, speculative works have been direded 
more Lo issues derived from purely philosophical traditions and concerns, a11d 
nol to specifi<' psychological interests, studies, and dala. (A rare and isolated 
exception lo philosophy1s indifference to the stuff of contemporar� psychology 
is Feigl's 1959 arlicle in the A merica11 Ps)1chologisl: another philosopher note
worthy for his grasp of current investir;ations in psychology is R .  S. Pelers. There 
are a rew others who speak to psychologists in language they can understand.) 
Because philosophical arguments ha\e not been couched within the familiar 
framework of psychologica� research problems, or tied to Lerms and examples 
which are understandable by scientif.c inresligail.ors, philosophical writings on 
psychology have general!) been ignored b�· most psychologists. Philosophical 
statements or possible psychological rele,�ance and \'alue ha,·e been too abstract, 
i.e., removed from the everyday workhg world o f  psychologists. 

This stale of neglect has existed throughout modern psychology's develop· 
ment. a11d persists today. In a recent unpublished study. Richard Hamlin sur
veyed l ,249 philosophical books and articles abstracted in Psychological 

Abstracts from 1927-1968; these account for 0.40% of all articles summarized. 
Philosophical works relevant to psychology never exceeded one percent of the 
rtotal number of arLicles wrillen in any one year. Further, the percentage is 
declining: the rate during lhe early years was 0.78%; it is now 0. 37%. 

Given this situation regarding the relationship between philosophy and 
psychology, it is quite unusual to find a philosopher not only talking about 
psychology, but even more remarkably, referring to current theory and research 
in the area of perception. Professor Freeman's paper, "Objectivity and Lhe 
lranc;actional rtheory of perception/' hopefully represents the beginning of a 
trend which will increasingly draw philosophy and psychology closer together. 
The almost complete absence of communication between these two fields, and 
in general, between psychology and the humanities, is an embarra�ment. 
Psychology's neglect, if not ignorance of the humanities, sharply contrasts with 
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psycholog) 's close ties wilh Lhe natural, biological, mathemalical. physical. 
social. and beha\'ioral sciences. Psycho lo�)' 's failure to take ph ilosophy seriously 
is especiaUy shocking becau� of the many historical, and polentiall) current ties 
between the two. Both fields are essentially similar in their goals and the means 

used lo rvaluulc their accomplishments: each asks questions about lhe nature of 
man: each exan:ines the adequacy of the answers given; and each is concerned 
with the methods whereb} one can know man. Psycholog)' needs not only the 
instrumentation and co111c('pts of the hard sciences, but lhc con ribution or dis
ciplines such as philosophy as well. The humanities help scientific i nveslig:alions 
focus on Lhe right quesUons (or hypot heses), and aid in lhe interpretation of the 
resulls which stem from these questions. Some of the cunent issues which de
serve careful conceptual scrutiny are lhese: the ethics of human expcrimenta
Lion� the rele\iance of animal research to man; the methods and goals of the 
dinic as compared with that or the laborat 011 ; and the place of humanistic 
psychology in a biological science. 

The main purpose of this paper is lo examine Freeman's article wilh respect 

lo ils relevance lo the broad q uestion raised above: the role of ph ilosophical 
analysis in psychology. (His paper as a philosophical work is discussed b� Dr. 
Greenstein elsewhere in Uus issue .) This larger question of philosophy's rcle\'anre 
will be examined in light of Freeman's concrete contributions lo a variety of 
psychological issues raised in the context of perception. 

Freeman's points may be briefly summarili'.ed. ( 1 )  The subjective data of ex
perience can reliably reflcrl the psycholo�ical phenomena and processes which 

underlie the experience. (2) Related to lite previous point is a methodologicaJ 
one; both these two points are deeply rooted in the h istory of psychology: the 
inadequacies of personal and introspective reports (e.g., their validity) can be 
overcome . Freeman feels, somewhat Lenlatively and cautiously . that the inler
subjective consensus of verbal reports can serve as a mark of their reliabilil� and 

validity. (3) The two po ints above introduce the essenlial questions with which 
lhe psychology of perception begins: How do we know the world, and know 
that we know'? (4) An answer to Lhese questions is given in t.erms or a contem
porary theory of psychology, transactionulism, which has its philosoph i<:al roots 

in pragmailism and Dewey. Of particular interest is the lransactionalises use of 
dramatic displays of non-verid ica l perception, e.g .. the illusion of the rotating 
trapezoidal window. According lo the transa<·lionalists. these demonstralions 
reveal perception's adapl ive and functional nature: one perceives on the basis 
of calculations, assumptions, and anticipations derived from one's memories of 
prior encounters wi Lh Lhe world. (5) Freeman criticizes lhe LransacLionalists. 
mainly because they overgeneralize from illusionary to veridieal perception . 
Because non-\eridical perception is too infrequent an e\enl, argues Freeman. 
such events are too limited to serve as a basis for a Lheor� of normal per<.'E"plion. 

(6) As an alternative lo transactionalism, Freeman offers critical realism. This 
cmphat.icailly phenomenological orient.ation is a sophisticated successor to naive 
realism, which has failed as an explanation or perceplion because il can not 
satisfactorily accounl for non-veridical perception. Both naive and critical 
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realism share a faith in the veridicalily o f  perneplion. Howe,·er, only the latter 
has lhe advantage of being able lo distinguish non-\·eridical from veridical per
ception (on t hc basis of logical criteria which need not be a concern of this 
paper, although a faith in intersubjective consensus is critical). 

One can now go beyond this summary of the psychological aspects of 
Freeman'<-. paper. and discuss their implications toward the more general issue 
of philosophv's relationship to psycl:ology. It will be argued that Freeman's 
treatment of the ps� chological aspects of perception renecls a �eneral problem 
which typifies most philosophical discussions of psychological lop1c.s, namely, 
the ab�nC'e of sufficienl attention to psychological details. It is the lhesis of 
this paper that when philosophers talk about psychology-and wanl psychol
ogists lo listen Lh<'y must be adequately informed and knowledgeable about 
conlemporary psychology. In short, it is philosophy's naivety about psychology 
which leads lo psychologists' skepticism and neglect of philosophy. 1.'he absence 
of psychological sophistication will be demonstrated in several ways in the con
text of Freeman's paper. A closer look at the points Freeman has raised will 
reveal the kinds of difficulties psychologists have met in attempting to relate 
philosophical writings to lbeir work, and as a consequence, remaining indif
ferent to philosophy. 

IL is recogni1.cd that a full and extensive treatment of perception, lrans
actionalism, and lhc philosophy of science, psychology, and method, were not 
Freeman's goals in his paper. Thus it is not completely fair lo fault him for his 
omi$Sions. Yet an examination of one philosopher's particular shortcomings in 
one concrete instance may senre lo re,·eal more general reasons for the limita
tions of most philosophical discussions of psychology. Ir there il• to be any hope 
for a rapprorhement between tbe disciplines of philosophy and psychology, and 
the encouragement of a viable exchange of ideas between the two which can be 
o r  benefit lo psychology, one may feel justified in discussing lhe failure or 
philosophical ps� chology within the boundaries of Freeman's paper. 

There are several "psychological gaps" in Freeman's paper. Psychologists will 
be slartled by Freeman's resolution of one of the most essential dilemmas of 
perception-the subjectivity of data-with a statement of faith: our perception 
o f  lhe veridicality of the world can be trusted. Yet this concluding affirmation is 
for working psychologists a starting point in their inquiries. For the research 
psychologist, the reliability of consciousness can not long remain even a working 
as.c;umption, but must al leas·l be met as a technical issue in designing a study. 
The critical nature of this issue is seen both historically and contemporaneously, 
in the rejection of personal reports by many psychologists in favor or behavioral, 
animal, and physiological data. The evaluation of the status of consciousness on 
the basis of intersubjective consensus will not. do for those psychologists who 
must j!rapplc with this issue in their research and theories. Thus consensus may 
simply indicate the uniformity of error. Further, a reliance on phenomenology 
alone may mask real problems. For example, if perception psychologists were to 
attend t.o subJCCll\'e reports only. the characteristics of the physical world and 
the relinal image (i.e., the distal and proximal stimulus). which con be measured 
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and related to perception, would be neglected. 
There is another important omission in Freeman's presentation. The 

psychologisl-reader knows thal the transaclional theory of perception has been 
under slronir attack. and may well wonder why Freeman has not alluded to its 
logical and empirical shortcomin�s. These include the ques�ion of how lwo 
people whose past experiences differ can ever agree on what. they see, since Lhe 
transactionalists hold that. each person's perception is innuenced by his past ex
periences. Further. research indicates that animals, children, and adulls respond 
similarly to non-veridical demonstrations, yet have divergent (if any) expecta

lions regarding perceplual forms. Nor does Freeman mention alternate e'\'.plana
lions of the transaclionalisL's demonstrations. These rely more on ordinary than 
on dramatic conceptions of perception. For example, Lhe trapezoidal window 
efCect may be dependent on linear perspective space cues; or alternately. Lhe 
ambiguity of shape stems from the structural absence of a "good !figure." 
Wilhoul at leac;t suggesting these de\'elopments in perceptual research and 
lheo11. the reader may feel that Freeman has constructed a '·straw man," 
thereby making his case specious. 

Another is.�ue to which psychologists would negatively respond is Freeman's 
preoccupation with i llusions. lhal is, he takes lhe lransaclionalists to lask for 
overlooking veridical phenomena. Yet a greater familiarity with the psychologi
cal literature, in perception as well as other areas. would indicate that most 
scientific investigations rely on illusions, or similar arlificial phenomena. Thal is, 
the bizarre, extreme, or unusual, whether obviously illusionary or not, are used 
to highlight a phenomena; lhe)' serve to disenlangle lhe subtleties and cornplexi· 
ties of normal and everyday experience; and to unmask lhe presence of functions 
that might otherwise be hidden. Thus in perception one freque:ttly works with 
such unrealistic and artificial stimuli as li nes, dots, nonsense materials, line 
drawings. and the like. An "unnatural" approach to psychological phenomena is 
used in other a!eas as well, e.g .. psychotic patienls in mental hospitals are 
st.udied for lhe light they may throw on normal personality functioning. In 
other words, the study of the non-veridical is not. the study of Lhe non-lawful; 
both veridical and non-veridical phenomena exemplify the same laws. although 
the latter may more clearly renect them. Thus it is unfair of Freeman t.o single 
oul the l.ransactionalists for doing what most scienlific inYesti�alors do. This 
narrowness of argumenl is another error of philosophical analysis which a more 
thorough grounding in psychology would prevent; its presence discourages psy
chologists from laking philosophers seriously . 

As on,e looks further at. the psychological points raised in Freeman's paper, 
there are other features which would distress a psychologist. .Menlion should be 
made of the blurring of the distinctions between sensation. pe!'cepLion. inter· 
prelalion, and other cognitive events. None of these tenns, especially perc:eption, 
is adequately defined for psychologiCAI purposes. Yet each Lenn evokes different 
psychological concepts. Nor does Freeman indicate that a controversial and 
debatable aspect of t.ransactionalism is it.s emphasis on learned as opposed to 
innate determinants, i.e., the influence of memory as opposed to sli mu I us char
acteristics. 
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Another major difficulty is Freeman's slighting of the surprising and creative 
qualities of veridical perception, an :;.chievement which can be just as dramatic 
as illusionary phenomena. Thal is, the so-called ordinary and accepted phenom
ena o(' form, space, movement, and their constancy-topics of perception to 
which the illusions of transactionalism refer-also generate profound issues re
garding the nature of perception. For example, experienced movement is 
acLually based on retinal conditions in which 110 actual movement is present: 
three dimensional space is represented as two dimensional on the retina; and 
retinal representations of form are tiny, reversed, inverted, unorganized, and 
vary wilh distance. In all these examples, perception is veridical even though lhe 
experience does not match the retinal conditions which underlie it. Perception 
amazingly corresponds to the real world e'·en though its proximal basis is 
.ambiguous, shiftin�, and distorted. Accomplishing these normal perceptual 
events is as surprising and as challenging as their more dramatic counterparts, 
the illusions. Yet Freeman's focus on illusions, and his lheory of critical realism, 
with its non-questioning attitude toward veridical perception, tend to simplify 
and ignore the equally wondrous and not-so-obvious phenomena of ordinary 
perception. 

If  psychologists are lo take critical realism seriously (or indeed any philos
ophy)-which is to say. make philosophy relevant lo their work-psychologists 
must firsl be shown that it has a fir1:1 and full grasp of the issues that trouble 
psychology. The philosopher should be thoroughly familiar with the psycho
logical literature. Otherwise, philosophical arguments will be discounted by 
t.he psychologist without the serious consideration they deserve, irrespective of 
their merils on a logical and conceptual basis, because of their naivety and un
sophistication on psychological matters. 

In addition, philosophical analysis would prove more useful i f  it were shown 
how a psychological problem can be translated or lead into workable terms. 
That is, philosophical arguments should suggest heuristic models from which 
research hypotheses could be derived. Philosophieal treatments of psychology 
musl not only be presented within the familiar terms of contemporary psychol
ogy, as argued above. The psy chologist also wants lo know how he can go 
ahead and work with the phenomena which have attracted philosophical 
analysis. The psychologist not only tests the falsifiability of an hypothesis; 
he also wants to derive hypotheses which can be tested. As argued throughout 
this paper, philosophical analysis without the context of psychological content 
will not be heeded by psychologists. One is thereby concerned with the "work
ableness" of philosophical contributions. 

lt has been suggested in this paper that philosophers who wish to be heard by 
psychologists-a goal which has been perhaps too unquestioningly assumed
need lo do more homework: they have lo become more knowledgeable about 
the concrete substance of psychology. Perhaps this is an impossible goal. It may 
be presumptuous lo assert that philosophers writing about psychology lake the 
trouble and lime to become adequately proficient in another subject (say at the 
level of comprehension attained by Sciellli(ic American or Science). Why not 
instead argue that psychologists should learn more about philosophy (probably a 
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more hopeless demand than the original request)? Jn defense of this arrogance 
on the part. of psychology, it should be kepl in mind thal, al least historically, 
the role of philosophy was Lo examine and evaluate other disciplines. (The 
present stalus of philosophy. with its emphasis on lin�uislic analysis, is un
falhomable lo •nosl psychologists. For example, one psychologisl-crit.ic, 
Rozeboom, has called a recent philosophic.al work of this type a .. dandified . . .  
ballet of manners." Others feel that. il is premature for philosophy to undertake 
a for ma I analysis of psychological terms. the empirical base of which is con
stantly changing.1 

If one browses through aboul a shelf.full of books by philosophers with the 
word "psychology" somewhere in their lilies, hardly any refer lo the concrete 
world of research with which a psychologist plys his trade. 1'his condition. and 
the reasons for iL as presented in this paper, ha\·e prevented psychologists Crom 
understanding and positively responding Lo philosophical themes. The goal of 
relating philosophy to psychology, lhrough a great.er degree of awareness o( 
current psychology on the part of philosophers, is admittedly a tough one. Yet 
if philosophy has any pJans to communicate lo psycholo�y in a way that would 
be both welcome andl useful. in a manner it has not done for one hu ndred years 
or so, lhe paper suggesli; the problems that have t.o be overcome. Freeman's 
paper, despite se,•ere shortcomings from a psychologist's point of view, repre
sents the beginnings of a philosophical move toward psychology, hints at the 
general directions Lo be followed, and the pitfalls to be avoided. 
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